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Seven campaigns awarded at Effie Awards Finland  
 

Two campaigns were awarded the Gold Effie at the Effie Awards Finland 2013: 
“MISSION IMPOSSIBLE – HJK gives a boost to Finnish football culture”, a campaign by 
the football club HJK and the sports marketing agency Cassius, and “Vepsäläinen 
boom-time financing – how to sell more design at a normal price in the middle of 
recession”, a campaign by the furniture chain Vepsäläinen, hasan & partners, the 
marketing agency Byroo and Ikon Graphics. The Grand Effie was not awarded this 
year.  A total of 18 campaigns competed in the awards.  

 
The panel of judges awarded two campaigns in the services and products category:  
"MISSION IMPOSSIBLE – HJK gives a boost to Finnish football culture", a campaign by the 
football club HJK and sports marketing agency Cassius, and "Vepsäläinen boom-time 
financing – how to sell more design at a normal price in the middle of recession", a campaign 
by the furniture chain Vepsäläisen, hasan & partners, marketing agency Byroo and Ikon 
Graphics. 

 
"HJK set very high targets for spectator numbers and season tickets sales, which have long 
remained stagnant. The quiet winter season was used in an incredible way, and the results 
were impressive: season ticket sales increased by 25% and the number of spectators by 36%.  
Ticket revenue has grown almost at the same rate as spectator numbers," says Antti 
Järvinen, Chair of the panel of judges and Managing Director of Omnicom Media Group 
Finland.  

 
“The aim of Vepsäläinen's boom-time financing campaign was to double the chain's financing 
sales and lower the threshold to buying design – without discounts. The result was a huge 
commercial success. The campaign increased financing sales by several million euros, and 
sales of the reference period quadrupled.  Provincial stores were activated to improve their 
sales, and average purchases increased by 10%,” says Järvinen. 

 
In addition to receiving a Gold Effie, the boom-time financing campaign was awarded a Silver 
Effie in the media effect category.  Four other campaigns also received a Silver Effie Award.  
One of these was the launch campaign of Sinebrychoff's Garage Hard Lemonade, “From the 
garage to the world”. Sherpa and ToinenPHD were behind this campaign, which was awarded 
in the business challenge category.  
 
“The judges were impressed by the incredible results of the campaign and how far it took this 
Finnish daily convenience product: Garage is the number one long drink in the Finnish market 
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after just 15 months from the launch.  Using the concept created in Finland, the product has 
also been launched in Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Hungary and Canada,” says Järvinen.  

 
Another Silver Effie was awarded to King, Carat Finland, Dagmar and Actiweark JWT for their 
campaign created for Hartwall: “Happy Joe – Simple Premium Cider launch”. The campaign 
was awarded in the business challenge category. 
 
“The judges were impressed by the campaign results, which were achieved with an open-
minded, even brave approach.  The campaign succeeded in reaching the target audience and 
got it to try the product and become excited about the brand. This led to an all-time retail sales 
record for Hartwall ciders,” Järvinen sums up.  
 
Also the campaign for Snellman's Kunnon Lenkki sausage brand was awarded with a Silver 
Effie prize in the services and products category. The campaign was created by marketing 
and media agencies FOLK, Voitto, BandFilm and Daigo. 
 
“This is Snellman's most successful launch to date. During the campaign, the Kunnon Lenkki 
sausage rose to become second most popular in the market, stopping the decline of this 
'unsexy' category and bringing new consumers to the product group,” says Järvinen.  
 
The fourth award went to the “If Taxi Insurance” campaign for the insurance company If. The 
campaign was created by Rocky Advertising and MEC Finland and competed in the service 
and product category.  
 
“If launched a new taxi insurance product with themes familiar from the taxi world and 
targeted media.  The judges were impressed by the way If approached the target group and 
harnessed the sales work of its own organisation to support the campaign.  As a result, the 
number of taxi customers increased by five times with a very small marketing budget.  Sales 
were 25-fold compared to the investment,” says Järvinen.  
 
The only Bronze Effie to be awarded went to the Snellman Kokkikartano campaign 
“Kokkikartano – a small food factory in Kerava”, which competed in the service and product 
category.  The campaign was created by marketing and media agencies FOLK, Ellun Kanat, 
Voitto, Woodpecker Film and Daigo. 
 
“Having survived in the shadow of big food factories for a decade, in 2012 Kokkikartano 
started the biggest campaign of its history.  The judges were impressed by the campaign, 
which had incredible results and an important role in halting the decline of the convenience 
food market.  The judges lauded Kokkikartano for having the courage to compete with the big 
players,” says Järvinen.  
 
The Grand Effie was not awarded this year.  

 
18 campaigns competed in the awards 

 
The effectiveness of marketing communications was measured in Effie Awards Finland, with 
18 campaigns reaching the finals.  A record number of campaigns were submitted in this 
year's competition.  The panel of judges has 22 members, who represent advertisers, the 
advertising industry and educational institutions in the field.  The judges evaluate the 
effectiveness of advertising campaigns, assessing how challenging the campaign was, how 
well ideas worked, the results and their measurability, and creative implementation.  

 
About the Effie Awards  

 
The Effie Awards are one of the world's most highly regarded competitions measuring the 
effectiveness of marketing. In Finland it is organised by the Finnish Association of Marketing 
Communication Agencies together with the business newspaper Kauppalehti.  The best 
campaigns are awarded with Bronze, Silver or Gold Effies.  Previous Effie winners and their 
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work can be found in the archive at http://effie.fi/. (c) Effie is a trademark owned by Effie 
Worldwide Inc.  

 
THE FINNISH ASSOCIATION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION AGENCIES MTL  

 
More information:  
  
Omnicom Media Group Finland Oy, Managing Director Antti Järvinen,  
tel. +358 (0)40 774 0026, email antti.jarvinen@omnicommediagroup.com 
 
MTL, Managing Director Tarja Virmala,  
tel. +358 (0)400 484 693, email tarja.virmala@mtl.fi 
 

 
The Finnish Association of Marketing Communication Agencies (MTL) represents the interests of professional 
marketing and communication companies. MTL unites companies that increase their customers' competitiveness 
through marketing and communications and create growth and business results. The combined sales margin of MTL's 
member advertising, media, communications, digital and event agencies comprises about half of the entire marketing 

communications sales margin of Finland. 
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